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ABOUT THIS BOOK

This book is an attempt to produce the first complete set of transcriptions for Dave Hope’s basslines on the
Kansas album ‘Leftoverture’. The intention is that the transcriptions are as accurate as possible, and the
tablature reflects playable versions of the basslines. This book also includes links to video content of practical
advice regarding playing the songs, and playthroughs of the bass lines.

The authors are very grateful to Dave Hope for contributing some comments and memories of his time with
Kansas for this book – it is much appreciated.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Tim Fletcher – Transcriptions and Analysis

Tim Fletcher is a British bass player and educator, and he also writes about bass guitar for a number of
websites including No Treble and Bass Musician Magazine, and has had other music, and music education
related articles published in newspapers in the UK and Asia.

Troy Hughes – Tab, Practical Advice and Playthroughs

Troy Hughes is a self-taught bassist who plays by ear and memory, and he has amassed an eclectic
collection of bass covers on his YouTube channel TJH3113, featuring songs that he finds interesting from a
bass player’s perspective. He also enjoys collecting latex horror masks and accumulating bass guitars.

The authors would like to give special thanks to Richard Galbraith for permission to use his photographs.

Cover picture: Oklahoma Civic Center Music Hall, July 26th, 1975
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DAVE HOPE AND KANSAS

Tulsa Fairground, Oklahoma, July 27th1975

Dave Hope was born in Topeka, Kansas in 1949. When he was in the third grade, he started to play the
trumpet, and later progressed to the tuba. At sixteen he started to play the bass guitar, and joined his first
band with some friends while he was attending military school. After this, Hope was in many local bands,
and the music scene around Topeka was very fluid, with bands forming and breaking and changing their
line-ups on a regular basis.

Eventually he joined White Clover, who began as a covers band but quickly began to write their own
material. This band had some success playing gigs around Topeka, and in the summer of 1969, they were
invited to be the house band at The Roach, a club in the French Quarter of New Orleans. They played
eighty-nine shows in a row, and during their residency, they played with Joe Cocker, Iron Butterfly, and Jim
Morrison of The Doors. Morrison was impressed by the band and asked to jam with them onstage – and of
course, as big fans of the Doors, they readily accepted.

Soon after this, the band were invited to play at the 1969 New Orleans Pop Festival, which also featured
Santana, Janis Joplin, and The Grateful Dead. Joplin was complimentary about the band, and they hung
out with her backstage. After the festival, the band returned to Topeka and continued to gig around the
local circuit.

In 1970, White Clover merged with Saratoga, a rival Topeka band that featured guitarist Kerry Livgren. The
new band named themselves ‘Kansas’, and they began to gig regularly, occasionally supporting major
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artists. In a strange turn of events, a year after their initial encounter with Morrison, the manager of The Doors
invited Kansas to support them in New Orleans. After The Doors’ main set, they were called up onstage for a
final blues jam, little knowing of the importance of the performance - as this was to be Jim Morrison’s last
show before he died.

Frustratingly, even though they worked hard to generate a following, the band had little record company
interest. In 1971, Hope and drummer Phil Ehart decided to leave and re-form White Clover. Although Kansas
carried on with other musicians, White Clover fizzled out when Ehart went to England to engage in his
preferred ‘British’ style of rock. While Ehart was in England, Hope joined a covers band called Plain Jane, but
when the band downsized, he left the band. When Ehart returned, he reformed White Clover and asked
Hope to return to his role as bassist. Kerry Livgren also agreed to join from the second Kansas line-up, causing
that band to fold.

White Clover tried again to gain record label interest, but with no success. However, in 1973, a demo tape
was heard by TV producer Don Kirshner’s assistant, and after they saw them play live, they signed the band.
Kirshner was impressed by their song ‘Can I Tell You’ and encouraged them to start recording. At this point,
the band decided to re-name themselves ‘Kansas’, and their self-titled first album was recorded at the
Record Plant in New York. It was completed in three weeks, but would not be released for another year.

The band’s early albums didn’t sell particularly well, but they gained a solid following for their live shows,
again opening for major bands like Queen (on their first US tour in 1974-5), Bad Company, and Jefferson
Airplane. Kirshner also gave the band some nationwide publicity by featuring them on his syndicated TV
show, ‘Don Kirshner’s Rock Concert’. However, his label became frustrated at the lack of commercial
success, and Kirshner pushed the band to write more radio-friendly material. Despite this pressure, the band
continued to create long, technically intricate songs with complex arrangements, and this eventually
brought them success.

Their fourth album, ‘Leftoverture’ (1976), contained the single ‘Carry on Wayward Son’ which reached
number eleven in the US pop charts, and also found success in the UK and Canada. The song sold over a
million copies in the US - helping to push the album to number five on the Billboard charts - and would itself
eventually sell more than four million copies. The single ‘Dust in the Wind’, from their next album ‘Point of
Know Return’ (1977), was also a million-seller and helped cement their popularity.

With commercial success came the opportunity for some of the band members to embrace the “rock star”
lifestyle, and indulge in the excesses available to them. Hope later commented that this increasing success
enabled him to “graduate to more expensive [drugs]”, allegedly spending $40,000 on cocaine in one year.
He also began to drink heavily. However, during the recording of ‘Monolith’ (1979), he began to follow a
more spiritual path. Both Kansas guitarist Kerry Livgren and incoming vocalist/guitarist Jon Elefante became
born-again Christians, and Hope was encouraged to follow the faith by his bandmates. After recording the
album ‘Drastic Measures’ in 1983, he and Livgren left to form ‘AD, going on to record three albums of
Christian-influenced rock.
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In 1990, Hope re-joined the original members of Kansas for a European tour, but he chose not to remain in
the band. A decade later, he played on two tracks on the Kansas album ‘Somewhere to Elsewhere’.

During this time, Dave Hope’s faith brought him into deeper connections with the church, and he was
ordained as an Anglican priest in 2006. He retired from his role in 2013, but he is currently head of Worship,
Evangelism and Outreach at the Anglican Mission in Deslin, Florida. During his time as a priest, he still found
time for musical endeavours, and in 2008 he played on the album ‘Beyond Our Bounds’ by Christian rock
band Ad Astra, and he still plays bass with ‘The IRS’, and ‘Group Therapy’.

Producer Jeff Glixman said of Dave Hope: “I have never heard another bass player like Dave. Dave is one of
the best, if not the best, non-funk bass players to ever play rock. He is up there with John Entwistle and Bob
Daisley. He comes up with parts that are different, and he has the ability to execute the parts. I have worked
with bass players [who are] more technical, but I like Dave better”.

On ‘Leftoverture’ Dave Hope used a Fender Precision bass (pre-CBS) strung with Rotosound strings. The bass
tracks were recorded directly into a Harrison 3232 mixing desk with additional RE20 and Sennheiser 441
microphones near the bass speaker. During his career he has also played Musicman, Kramer, Steinberger,
Rickenbacker, G&L, Ibanez and Sadowsky basses, and he has used Ampeg, Marshall, Bergantino and Crown
amplification.

Dave Hope with Steve Walsh and Rich Williams, Tulsa Fairgrounds, Oklahoma, 1975
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THE MAKING OF ‘LEFTOVERTURE’

Following their debut ‘Kansas’ (1974), the band recorded two albums in 1975; ‘Song for America’ which was
released in February, and ‘Masque’ in September. These albums had been written during a remarkable burst
of song-writing creativity from Steve Walsh and Kerry Livgren. They had sold reasonably well, but they had
not been financially successful, and by 1976 the band was $175,000 in debt. The next album had to be a
huge seller to recoup the record label’s investment. Manager Don Kirschner let it be known that this album
would be ‘the final throw of the dice’.

By the time the band met at their Topeka rehearsal studios to prepare for the new album, the main writers
had not produced a complete set of finished songs. Kerry Livgren recalled that “on the very first day of
rehearsals, Steve came to me and said that he had nothing – not a single song”. With Walsh suffering from
writer’s block, the main compositional weight fell on to Livgren, who rose to the challenge and arrived at the
rehearsal room each day with a newly written song. On the last day of rehearsals, with seven songs ready to
take to the recording studio, Livgren arrived with another song: “I brought in a song I’d written at the last
minute, and said: ‘Guys, maybe you ought to listen to this’”. It was ‘Carry on Wayward Son’. Guitarist Rich
Williams recalls that: "When Kerry walked in on the final day of rehearsals and announced he had one more
song, we were less than eager, but there definitely were some cool parts and great lyrics. The interesting
thing is that while all the other songs on Leftoverture had been rearranged and rehearsed many times
before we came to the studio, 'Wayward Son' was, for the most part, learned in the studio, as the tape was
rolling. The version you hear is probably the first time we played it correctly”.

The album was recorded at The Studio in the Country in Bogalusa, Washington Parish, Louisiana. The studio
was built in a forested area on the boundary of the lower reaches of the Pearl River that borders Louisiana
and Mississippi. As Livgren recalled on the ‘In the Studio with Redbeard’ radio show: "It was in the middle of a
swamp. We'd walk out of the studio and there would be gators in front of the studio, mosquitos the size
of B-52s and at times armadillos would run into the control room”.

The recording sessions for the album took seven weeks and were produced by Jeff Glixman. He was a
long-time friend of the band who had moved to Topeka as a teenager and quickly scouted out the local
music scene. He recalled that: “Within a few days of arriving in Topeka, I found this music store called
Midwestern Music, and I met this guy who was only about sixteen or seventeen years old. He was smoking
cigarettes and he was loud and kind of brash. He became my best friend and his name was Dave Hope”.

Glixman eventually joined the pre-Kansas band White Clover but the band temporarily split when Phil Ehart
moved to England. Glixman formed another band, Cocky Fox, and when Ehart returned and reformed
White Clover, Glixman was asked to be their tour manager and live sound engineer. He also produced the
Kansas albums ‘Song for America’ and ‘Masque’ as well as some of their later recording projects, and he
produced albums by Paul Stanley, Gary Moore, and Black Sabbath.

Once the recording was completed, the album was mastered at Sterling Sound, New York by George
Marino, and released on the 21st of October 1976.
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‘CARRY ON WAYWARD SON’ (Livgren)

The introduction to this song features an arresting 8-bar A Capella vocal section, and this is followed by a
powerful three-bar unison riff with some off-beat accents. After two cycles of the three-bar riff, a 12/8 section
begins, using an open E and its octave, interspersed with a run based on Em pentatonic. This riff is repeated
four times before the initial 4/4 riff is repeated twice, followed by the second riff twice before a bar of
crotchet triplets (bar 33) that ends on a low F note.

A bass free verse follows, and the bass does not return until the end of bar 43, where a quaver pickup leads
into a simpler figure behind the pre-chorus and chorus. The intro riff returns at bar 59 for six bars before a
more complete verse and then a chorus. This sequence stops at bar 87 where the bass line stops on beat
one of a bar of 6/4. From bar 88, a new unison riff, again based around Am pentatonic begins, but with
more semiquaver movement and off-beat syncopation than before. This leads to four bars of another riff,
based around E mixolydian, and again emphasising the off beats. The two riff sections are then repeated,
and then the original six bar riff returns at bar 112.

At 118, the pre-chorus returns, but this time beginning with a stop-start idea, and the chorus returns at 126,
again ending on a 6/4 bar. This time however, it leads into the 12/8 riff previously seen at bar 29. At 141,
another new unison riff begins, this time based around the F# minor and E blues scales. A 6/8 bar at 148
begins a repeat of these two chunks, and finally the crotchet triplet idea first seen at bar 33 leads to the final
bar.

The many changes of key, time signature and scale add to the complexity of the song, but the various riffs
are catchy and relatable to a mainstream rock audience. The vocal sections are more straightforward, and
the vocals themselves lend a soaring and uplifting sense to the song. Dave Hope’s playing is driving and
accurate throughout, even on the more challenging sections, and he locks in extremely well with both Phil
Ehart (drums) and the guitarists Rich Williams and Kerry Livgren. His tone is full and has an edge that helps to
define the bass well in the mix.

Link to ‘Carry On Wayward’ Son Transcription

Carry On Wayward Son - Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CvvH0K1eY9mhgH3nxsRVo-iDzpJuaAVn/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/aSKB55DKBJE
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‘THE WALL’ (Livgren, Walsh)

This mid-tempo song starts with an overdriven guitar melody, and the bass line supports this with a
straightforward dotted crotchet/quaver groove. In bars 5 and 6, the bass joins in with the off-beat chord
changes and uses some semiquavers to add some intensity. At bar 11 the bassline uses longer notes to
reflect the opening of the groove. When the verse begins at bar 15, the bass plays on beat one, then tacets
for the rest of verse, pre-chorus, and chorus.

When the verse returns at bar 33, the bass plays longer notes roots over the chord changes, and then uses
an A# pedal quaver and two semiquaver rhythm. During the pre-chorus at bar 40 the bass plays simple root
notes. The chorus starts at bar 42, and the bass line alternates between inversion notes and roots. This leads
to an almost classical bridge section where the bass plays almost a counterpoint to the keyboard line, using
the B major pentatonic in scale but notes change in each lick, although the last one is from C# major
pentatonic.

A guitar solo begins at bar 56, using the original chords and bass groove idea from the intro. At bar 60 the
chords deviate from the expected sequence, and the bassline plays two bars of root-fifth-octave
semiquavers (although on the last best of bar 60, this is a simple root-fifth idea). The verse sequence
reappears at bar 63, and the bass-line is rhythmically simple again, using mainly roots and octaves until bar
68 where a pedal A# is used with a ‘galloping’ semiquaver rhythm. This is followed by the pre-chorus section,
although this is slightly different to those seen previously, and is followed by the chorus at bar 72. This is similar
to previous chorus sections until we reach bar 80 where it begins to set up the outro using D# and Csus4 to C
chords.

The outro begins on an F chord (although this section is more closely identified with G major) and the bass
line starts with dotted crotchet/quaver idea, but this develops as the music gets heavier at bar ninety, and
the bass line joins in with the quavers and off-beat rhythms from ninety-one to 96. At bar 97, the key returns to
E major, and the bass plays four bars of open pedal E and its octave. At bar 101, the bass line uses a higher E
note and downwards fifth idea (the end of bar 101 uses flattened fifth harmonically correct A natural note).
A 2/4 bar at 103 leads to a rallentando where the bass plays four crotchets of A, A, A and F# leading to the
final E note.

Link to ‘The Wall’ Transcription

‘The Wall’ – Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dWypOKCGFQgrfxOKB39UQ-isTsakoxsk/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/biG6y4z-ce4
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‘WHAT’S ON MY MIND’ (Livgren)

This is a more straightforward song, with a simpler structure, and features a riff-oriented bass-line that is mostly
less challenging than some of the other tracks on the album.

The song starts strongly, with a two-bar hard rock riff in Bb minor which is repeated four times, and the bass
line follows the root notes. At the end of each two-bar cycle the rhythm contains a syncopation emphasising
the second semiquaver of beat four (bars 3, 5 & 7). This riff re-appears in four other places in the song; after
the choruses, during the guitar solo, as a lead back to the verse, and after the final chorus to lead into the
outro section. At the end of the intro, the syncopation is replaced by a simple pair of crotchets (end of bar
9), which lead into the verse.

The verse (bar 10) moves to the relative major (Db), and has a more laid-back feel. The inclusion of the Cb
major chord in the sequence could imply a shift to Gb major, but the use of a bVII chord is a common
device in rock songs. The bass-line again mainly uses root notes, but Dave Hope adds a little interest by using
syncopated triad notes (bar 12), octaves (bar 13) and fifths (bar 15). In bar 16, he uses a descending Cb
major arpeggio and then an ascending triad. Bar 17 marks the end of the verse with a strong unison rhythm.
using a two-bar idea played three times. The riff starts on a Db, but down a fourth to start on Ab for the
second one before returning to Db for the final repeat. The chorus (bar 24) uses a much more melodic idea,
based on pentatonic scale-based runs played in quavers. In the first bar the bass line uses the first four notes
of a Gb major pentatonic scale (Gb-Ab-Bb-Db), and then descends using the first four notes of the Bb minor
pentatonic scale (F-Eb-Db-Bb). In the second bar, the notes of Eb minor pentatonic scale (descending) are
used (Eb-Db-Bb-Ab) and then ends on a Bb minim. These two bars are repeated, although the second bar
includes a pull-off Eb-Db-Bb idea. This repeats, ending on an Eb on the last quaver of bar 29.

A shorter version of the first riff follows, and then a further verse, pre-chorus and chorus are played. The guitar
solo (bar 54) changes key to C# minor and the bassline initially plays a simple dotted quaver-semiquaver
rhythm followed by a crotchet. This is repeated before the idea is developed into a two-bar riff that fills out
the bars more fully. This is repeated four times, with a syncopation similar to the initial riff from the intro at the
end of every other bar. The final repeat is ended using notes from the first bar of the riff (F#-G#-B-C#) and
then this idea is moved up a tone to complete the section.

The initial riff reappears (bar 66), and is followed by another verse (bar 70). The only change from previous
verses is the use of a pleasing 9th idea in bar 71. This is followed by another pre-chorus and chorus, and a
further repeat of the initial riff. Then comes a very different outro section (bar 98) which starts with a choppy
quaver/two semiquavers rhythm, but it then leads to a complex semiquaver idea. This is based around Bb
minor pentatonic, but in descending intervals – Bb-Ab (major 2nd), Db-Bb (minor 3rd), Eb-Db (major 2nd), F-Eb
(major 2nd), Ab-F (minor 3rd), Bb-Ab (major 2nd), Db-Ab (perfect 4th), Bb-Eb (perfect 5th), F-Db (minor 3rd), Eb-Ab
(perfect 5th), and finally finishing on a Bb.

Link to ‘What’s On My Mind’ Transcription

‘What’s On My Mind’ – Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rY-4FgXx7QCCErIkyy0VRvEYigJ95S9V/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNm0nwLy85Q&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1OJwCWWui3wMVRBr_K9fqSehq-sbzTp4tbj3hElCe_rmCrD4evXWspHe8
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‘MIRACLES OUT OF NOWHERE’ (Livgren)

This is a more complex piece, with some tricky time signature changes – there are five different meters in the
introduction alone! These challenging changes re-appear in different parts of the song, but the main verse
and chorus sections are more straightforward.
The song has an almost medieval sound to it in places, perhaps due to the harpsichord-like keyboard
sounds, clean classical-style guitar, prominent use of the violin, and a fugue-like middle section. However, it’s
not a dainty song - these elements are balanced by some great hard-rock guitar and drums, and Dave
Hope’s bass is gritty and powerful throughout.

The intro begins with just the keyboard, but the bass enters at bar 6 , leading in the rest of the band at bar 7.
The bass line is quite simple here, mainly playing root notes. A guitar-only section (bar 14) leads into the verse
(Bar 18), and the bass line is again quite straightforward, using root notes and some added thirds, fifths, and
sevenths to add flow and interest, and some dotted quaver/semiquaver rhythms to add more rhythmic
density in the 6/4 bar at bar 22, and the next few bars. The verse sequence repeats at bar 27, but this time
the figure in the 6/4 bar is altered to become a bar of 4/4 and then a 3/8 bar.

The following two bars lead into the chorus where the bass plays four bars of C pedal notes, with great
syncopated rhythmic ideas at the end of each bar. It then moves up an octave to play a great hammer-on
idea between B to C at the start of each group of semiquavers, and a strong push onto the second
semiquaver of beat four in bar 40. The following bar repeats the idea, but plays two quavers at the end of
the bar which leads to two semibreve root notes in bars 42 and 43. A short violin solo (bars 44-5) leads back
into a verse, which is followed by another chorus. A longer ending to the chorus (four bars instead of two as
previously) leads into the middle section.

The ‘fugue’ section starts at bar 64, and it begins with 14 bars of keyboard playing a riff in 7/8. The keyboard
melodies gradually layer over each other, and the bass joins in with the main riff at bar 78, repeating the
idea for fourteen bars until a sudden stop at bar 92 where layered violins take over for four bars. A repeat of
the intro begins at bar 96, but comes to an abrupt halt at bar 108. A slightly altered verse begins at bar 109,
featuring vocal and keyboard only, but the band returns for the 6/4 bar at 116. Dave Hope fills the space in
the bar before the chorus with some tasteful harmonics. A final chorus begins at bar 122, but Dave Hope
develops the bass line to include a simple fill at bar 127.

The song ends with a new idea – a very syncopated semi-chromatic unison riff in Am that plays in double
feel. This lasts for eight bars until another, straighter semiquaver idea appears at bar 139. Here, the bassline
sticks mainly to root notes except for some triad runs over the C and G chords. At bar 155, the previous
syncopated riff returns once more, and leads the song to its conclusion; a sudden stop at bar 161 is filled by
violin, keyboard and tympani, and the bass joins in with a final note in bar 163.

Link to ‘Miracles Out Of Nowhere’ Transcription

'Miracles Out Of Nowhere' Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rq899r7QYC5t4FTfHAweahfzFMHdKWO-/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/ozgQ4Hb_T90
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‘OPUS INSERT’ (Livgren)

This is a much more straightforward song than some of the others on ‘Leftoverture’. The structure is simpler
and easier to follow, the tempo remains constant, and there are very few changes of time signature. There
are no virtuoso guitar solos, or complex riffs, and the bass part is similarly simple on the whole. Unlike many of
the other songs on the album, this song is largely dominated by the keyboards, allowing the bass to be
heard more clearly in the mix. Dave Hope’s bass tone itself is gritty and full throughout, and helps to add
power to the song in place of the guitars.

Rhythmically, the bass sticks to fairly straightforward ideas, with only a few examples of divisions smaller than
eighth notes. However, there are some nice syncopations in places, and in some sections the emphasis on
off-beats helps to add a little movement and interest to the grooves. Note-wise, there Is generally more
reliance on root notes and octaves than on some of the other tracks, but the use of simple arpeggio-like
ideas in places to help give a little melodic shape to the bass line.

The bass enters after twelve bars of the keyboard introduction, hitting the root notes of Db and Ab, and then
joins in with the strong quaver rhythms on a C chord to emphasise the intro’s end in bar 14. The main verse riff
begins with some simple octave ideas over F, with added syncopation and a run down in bar 18 that nearly
spells out the notes from a Gm7 arpeggio. Bars 19-22 emphasise the off-beat syncopation even more, and
the 6/4 bar (bar 20) helps to cloud the position of the downbeats even further. This whole eight-bar section is
repeated at bar 23, but this time it ends with a short link to lead into the chorus.

The chorus is a simple combination of two descending chord sequences, one four chords and the other
three, and ends on a similar rhythmic idea to the end of the intro, but on Bb rather than C. A single repeat of
the eight-bar verse sequence leads into another chorus, but this time it ends on a triplet idea – two beats of
Bb and two of A – which lead into the bridge section at bar 55. The key changes to Ab major at this point,
This is a very straightforward section for the bass, as it mainly plays semibreve root notes except at bars 68
and 74 where a nice semitone shifting idea adds some colour and force to a generally softer section.

A march-like keyboard solo begins at bar 76, and returns to the original key. The bass line supports the new
feel with a more military sounding rhythmic pattern. This feel continues with little variation (although the notes
shift from root/fifth/seventh over the C7 chord to roots and octaves over the Ab) until bar 92 where a dotted
quaver/semiquaver idea is added. At bar 93 the notes change to root/fifth/root/octave until the end of the
section at bar 101(rather like bar 38) where the skippy quaver/semiquaver idea is used again.

A further verse and chorus are followed by another keyboard solo, but this time the bass drops out until bar
128 where the last two bars are filled using a rising crotchet triplet idea. The outro is the same as the Ab
bridge from earlier in the song, and as before the bass plays simple semibreve root notes that are continued
to the end of the piece.

Link to ‘Opus Insert’ Transcription

‘Opus Insert’ Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T1vsbleg_NY2TMYkz24ge4GJBHT59B7R/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LFh-kx3UsI
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‘QUESTIONS OF MY CHILDHOOD’ (Walsh, Livgren)

This is another fairly short song (under four minutes) and like ‘Opus Insert’ has a straightforward structure that
helps to keep the prog excesses to a minimum. There are some changes of feel and key, as you’d expect
from a Kansas song, but overall, it’s a very catchy and uplifting piece, with a driving groove in most sections.
The main feature of the song is Steve Walsh’s powerful vocal performance, but the instrumental playing is
also excellent, with Kerry Livgren’s keyboard work and Robbie Steinhardt’s violin soloing being particularly
notable.

This song starts in C major, with a double-feel intro groove where the bass sticks to a C root with some
occasional dips onto G. A four-bar link into the verse moves the key into A major. The bass sits out for most of
verse one, only joining in with the strong rhythmic hits in bars 19 and 20. At bar 21, the verse sequence starts
again, with some simple root notes that lock in with the drums and a few arpeggio ideas to give a little more
colour to the pattern.

This bassline idea continues through another verse. At the chorus, the bass line joins in with root notes in the F
- C - G, F - C - G - D chord movements before reverting to the verse line. A bridge section begins at bar 45,
and the bass line becomes rhythmically more straightforward, but uses more link notes to smooth the chord
changes until bars 52-3 where a strong E pedal idea is used. Bar 54 reiterates the section at the end of the
intro, leading into another verse and chorus. After this, the intro section re-appears, and this runs out to the
end of the song.

Dave Hope’s bass playing is clear and strong, and although there are no really complex ideas in this song,
the bass line provides some powerful, driving rhythmic support and some occasional melodic flow.

Link to ‘Questions of My Childhood’ Transcription

‘Questions of My Childhood’ Helpful Hints and Playthrough

(N.B. In the video, Troy says that this is the seventh episode – it’s actually the sixth.)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vZG52EcipXYz3mqj1qwoktCnS5jOPoQW/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsG0GhzvlQE
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‘CHEYENNE ANTHEM’ (Livgren)

Although this song is a reflective ballad, it still has a complex structure, with different verses (some sung by
Bobby Reinhardt, some by Steve Walsh and also one featuring a choir) having individual instrumental
backing. There’s relatively little repetition in the song, and there are long instrumental solos, mainly featuring
keyboards. There are multiple key and time signature changes, but on the whole these are used in very
pleasing musical ways.

Dave Hope’s bassline starts at bar 38 where Steve Walsh’s verse reaches its dramatic climax. Hope sticks
mainly to roots and fifths in this section, but the bass tone is thick and full, and supports the vocal well. After a
four bar break where the choir sings, the bass line returns at bar 47 to play behind the violin solo. Here, the
bassline is more fluid, and uses chord tones and scale notes to build a more flowing idea. At bar 53, where
the time signature changes to 3/4, the bassline weaves around the violin and piano figures. The 7/8 bar at
bar 58 is challenging, but returns to 3/4 at bar 59. After a brief tacet in 59-60, there are three bars (61-3)
where the rhythm gets even more challenging, with semiquaver rests and pushes across the beat and bar
lines. This section leads nicely into the abrupt change of feel and tempo at bar 64.

A very long synth solo sees Dave Hope revert mostly to a simple root and fifth idea, with the exception of a
four bar section (bars 80 to 83) where the time signature swings from 5/4 to 3/4. The bass line under the synth
solo continues from 86 to 103 with little variance. At bar 104, the music becomes more bombastic, and Dave
Hope drives the music with roots and octaves, and includes both quaver and crotchet triplet rhythms. This
section moves from the key of A to C to Bb and finally returns to A, and abruptly ends at bar 129 where the
original ballad feel returns. A verse sung by Robby Steinhardt provides some gentle relief from the up-tempo
and heavy sections that precede it.

The outro features yet another change of tempo, with a more uplifting feel based on a six-bar chord
sequence. Dave Hope mainly sticks to roots, fifths, and octaves here, but there are a few pleasing slides in
bars 150, 156 and 162.

Link to ‘Cheyenne Anthem’ Transcription

‘Cheyenne Anthem’ Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K996_jCOlKJzxsq-eio1ZUQCVlgygLAs/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSpFgUvgNE8
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‘MAGNUM OPUS’ (Livgren, Walsh, Williams, Hope, Erhart, Steinhardt)

This is the final song on the album, and it is undoubtedly the most complex. It was constructed using sections
of music the band created that didn’t develop into complete songs, hence the title was originally going to
be called ‘Leftoverture’ but Dave Hope proposed that it would make a good album title. The band’s
manager, Wally Gold then suggested ‘Magnum Opus’ as the name of this track.

The first section of the track -  ‘Father Pedulla Meets the Perfect Gnat’ - opens with a very low-key timpany
figure, joined after two bars by an almost medieval sounding keyboard. This ends with a short pause before
the rest of the band enters with a heavier Em riff section at bar 10. At bar 17, the band mainly drops away,
with only Phil Ehart’s drum groove supporting Dave Hope’s melodic bass solo. This solo is enhanced by
overdrive and phaser effects, and contains some expressive use of slides, hammer-ons and harmonics. This
leads into the next section ‘Howling at the Moon’(bar 25), where a vibraphone solo takes over the lead,
followed by a guitar solo at bar 32. The main vocal begins at bar 37, and the section eventually ends with a
pause at bar 49. Dave hope mainly plays root notes and chord tones in this section

‘Man Overboard’ moves the time signature into a more proggy 6/4, and Dave Hope joins in with the unison
riff from bar 54 until bar 65. At bar 66 a more melodic unison riff appears for three bars, and then there are
eight bars of 4/4 featuring some stop/start notes behind the violin figure. A return to 6/4 in bar 77 features
some pedal note bass through the chord changes, until the time signature changes to 3/4 (this could be
written in 6/4, but the phrasing suits 3/4 better) where the bass plays descending tone and major third
melodic cells rising by a minor third each time. A tacet bar at 87 is followed by a long unison riff in 8/4 which
utilises a three note melisma over the quaver pattern, and this is followed by a more straightforward idea at
bar 94 where Dave Hope mainly plays tied whole notes, although every other note is extended into a power
chord.

The next section ‘Industry On Parade’ (bar 102),  is more chromatic, but rhythmically broken up, with unison
riffs separated by empty bars. At bar 130, another melismatic bass riff appears, similar to that at bar 88, but
this time in 7/4. A short return to the chromaticism of the previous riff starts at bar 138, and a heavy
ritardando slows the tempo to start the next section at bar 144 where the more dream-like ‘Release the
Beavers’ begins. This section lasts until bar 164, where a 6/8 sequence begins, and this accelerates to meet
the tempo of the heavier riff begins at bar 175, emphasising notes from the blues scale and some chromatic
ideas also. This idea is then superseded by a 5/4 riff at bar 193, although the bass line is simpler, using roots
and octaves.

At bar 201, the time signature alternates between 4/4 and 7/4, although the idea ends on four bars of 4/4
before returning to the riff previously seen at bar 177. This very changeable section is followed by a more
stable idea where the bass plays root eighth notes for sixteen bars, before the entire piece ends on the riff
first seen at bar 10.

LInk to ‘Magnum Opus’ Transcription

‘Magnum Opus’ Helpful Hints and Playthrough

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YhSE2MHgmtfLImKRfFsCSG8JefWQtIRH/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tt6g0L0NBk
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INTERVIEW WITH DAVE HOPE

You began playing bass when you were at high school -  when you were starting out, did you learn bass
lines by listening to records?

Yeah, that was a hard way to learn compared to now. Yet I got some good memories of my high school
bands all being gathered around some crummy portable record player. Arguing over the correct chords,
and trying to figure out the lyrics. We’d all chip in on the 45 record (79 cents I think) that we wanted to learn
next. Fun Days!

Kansas are known for their complex song structures and unusual time signatures. What was the song
development process like in Kansas?

Steve’s songs were always completed. Kerry rarely showed up with completed Prog songs - he mostly
brought in long passages that we learned and jammed on. Then he would come back with it more refined
and with a melody also, with another passage of song to hack out. We were Kerry’s lab. The long ones were
like building a house, room to room, in the blind in some instances, I suppose it looks more organized now.
But Kerry was still developing his craft in those earlier days, and quite frankly, some of it sucked and was left
on the practice place floor. But from your side it all looks like magic.

Some of your bass lines were very intricate - how did you go about practising the material?

After the mechanics of just old fashioned ‘play it over while watching TV’ until the muscle memory takes over
the awkward keyboard riffs and different time signatures. That was the hardest.

Did you ever bring anything you'd written to the band? Bass riffs, lyrics etc?

No, I’m not gifted that way, and thank God. Too much talent (especially song-writing) brings in its own major
problems. Think of the stewing George Harrison and what he did when he was free to write (for example ‘All
Things Must Pass’) or Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young; Big problems on who gets songs on albums, etc, etc.

I heard that you have used Troy’s videos to help re-learn some of your old bass lines – is that true?

It’s funny, about five years ago I filled in for Billy on bass for an hour benefit show for Wounded Warriors, with
Chicago. I had not played our songs since I had left, and could not even tell you what the first note was to
80% of them. So, I went on YouTube to relearn the songs, and was very surprised/pleased to find many of
them were being taught. So, I relearned my own parts off of YouTube instruction posts. Troy was the main
one. Once I saw visually, where my old hand positions were. It helped me learn the songs much quicker.
Man.. things are so different now!

You’re mainly known for playing a Fender P Bass - How did you end up playing a Steinberger on the Vinyl
Confessions tour (1982)?

I heard Andy West’s  prototype Steinberger with the Dregs, and flipped over the sound. I had never heard
anything that strong and consistent. I got one immediately and in time realize it was the EMGs that I was in
love with. So..I took my precious vintage P-bass and slapped the EMGs in. At that time, there was almost no
such thing as buying an isolated pickup package and swapping it out, at least not on bass, not a big
enough market yet.
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Were there any other basses that you tried out over the years? Did you like any as much as the P Bass?

I didn’t like my Rickenbacker in the same way I didn’t like my Taylor. The edges of the neck were hard on my
hands. They didn’t have the Fender contoured comfort. I hated the Alembic I ordered and played for a
whole two hours. After a while I realize I couldn’t talk myself into liking it no matter how much I paid for it - the
adventures of a fool! If you have a bass you’re 90% happy with, you are a blessed man. You can spend a
king’s fortune trying to find that bass (it does not exist) with the extra 10%.

What is your ‘go-to’ bass currently?

I bought a Sadowsky satin NYC a few years back. But it’s hard to ferret out equipment where I live because
music store wise, I might as well be in Bird City Kansas. So, I have to shop by YouTube and hope I’m hearing
the sonics right. When I bought the bass I had 3 choices:

1) Wade through a bunch of early 60s P-basses at 8-12 grand a pop. Trying to find the elusive good neck.
When I was a player in Kansas in the 60s and 70s, all the bass players knew that the 50s necks were too
chunky. But at the start of the 60s Fender introduced the custom/surf colors. Some of the P-basses in those
few years happen to have great necks, but only a few of them. The quality varied a lot. So, that was a very
expensive way to go. Most vintage stuff didn’t play as well as the Squiers do right now. I know, I was born a
year before they introduced the P-bass for production. There was no such thing as vintage in my day. We
were all looking for the better bass back then.

2) I was raised on Fender, so it’s the feel I need to be at home

3) Compared to option #1, the Sadowsky was a steal. It’s just the Fender I always wanted but had never
touched before.

How does it compare to your old P Bass?

My Sadowsky is a Jazz style, but being active I can get that husky P-bass sound without much problem, I just
don’t want it anymore, just like I don’t want an Ampeg sound anymore. Sounds of my youth. In my young
days, all guitar players wanted a Marshall sound. The same guys only want tweed sound now, ya grow outta
stuff. The Jazz is a much more versatile bass.

What about amplification? How did you end up using an Ampeg SVT?

I had one of the first 50 in production. I can remember I bought it within a few months of the Chiefs/Vikings
Super Bowl, because I was playing a house gig in the French Quarter. The guy at the music store really knew
nothing about them other than he’d seen a picture of Keith Richards using the SVT heads. He kept insisting it
was a guitar amp because of the 10s and Keith being a guitarist. So, I just walked out looking like a dumb-A
in his eyes, but with a great rig. I was using a Sunn 200s top and 2-200s bottoms with 2 JBL d140s in each
(great cabs back then).

What amp are you using currently?

I’m good with my Bergantino Forte HP, I doubt that I can find anything better without going into racked stuff,
but that just drives me NUTS! I like a 1965 Fender Bassman simplicity. The Berg is pricey I guess, but compared
to an SVT head?
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When you recorded ‘Magnum Opus’ I assume you did it in small chunks. Do you remember how long it took
you to rehearse it up to play it live?

I remember intentionally thinking how I wanted the opening bend and short melody echo. But it was just off
by the seat of my pants after that. Bass playing before had just been playing a 2 second R&B lick and
holding a groove. It was really different when Kerry brought (in parts mostly) segments of songs, then go
back and write and add another segment with a different time signature the next day. It was more like a lab
at times.

There was now no groove, and all R&B type 3/7 double stops were no longer appropriate. It kinda stripped
me bare of my weapons for a period in the beginning. But because of my years in orchestra/band playing
tuba. Kerry’s stuff had a familiar feel. It was kinda funny thinking about being a school band geek, who
could wait to play rock. Then do an about face, and have to tap that band geek guy for reference.

I couldn’t wait!

What was it like playing ‘Magnum Opus’ live for the first time?

I may have said this before. But we were shocked the first time we started playing bigger halls as a warmup
group. Because in clubs, it was compact and ya can and can’t really hear the whole band. No monitoring
those club days. But when we got in bigger halls, our music actually got to stretch out its legs. It was almost
like the bigger the hall, the bigger we sounded from a structured/orchestral context. It even surprised us how
big it sounded at times on stage.

But the answer… Every time I played that song, it was like hopping on the back of a bull. It was gonna be
fast, powerful and furious. It felt big on stage.

How do you feel about that song now?

I must say that everyone probably thinks that the songs I cherish the most would be Carry/Dust. I do thank
Kerry for those. But the greatest gift Kerry ever gave me was Magnum. Because that was still musically, the
funnest song I have ever played.

Kansas was (and still is) a band full of great musicians - how did you see your role?

I have probably said this to you before. But here’s a truth I discovered - Asking any average music lover to
name a great bass player is like asking people to name any “center” in football, who played on a team that
won a Super Bowl? There’s just positions in life that even fame can’t help!

I guess I'm fine with that though - I kind of like being the supportive one that makes everyone else sound
good.

That’s the mindset. I’m still that kid that likes playing bass/tuba in the back row of band class, hidden by a
huge instrument!

Thanks for talking to us Dave - much appreciated!


